A desoldering tool that is not only called Challenger but is also up to almost every challenge.

50 years ago Mr. William S. Fortune has founded the company EDSYN Inc. in California. EDSYN stands for Engineering Dedicated to Suit Your Needs.

One of the first products under patent was a manual desoldering tool. The family "SOLDAPULLT" was founded. Many innovative ideas, which can be used in all area of the electronic industry, are the foundation for EDSYN products. Some of the products has been tested in space with the space shuttle CHALLENGER.

With the conception of the EDSYN desoldering tool SS 350 G CHALLENGER of the famous SOLDAPULLT family almost all requirements of the user on a desoldering tool have been taken into account.

The desoldering tool is worked out and well balanced according to the latest ergonomic design requirements.

The simple single-handed design and a high suction power ensure a perfect working operation.

**Outstanding features:**
- low static
- metallfinishing with cleaning spindle
- high suction power
- easy single-handed operation
- powerful vacuum impulse with new spring system
- ergonomic design
- balanced
- weight: 45 gr.

Replacement tip: **LS 363 - Ø 3,3 mm**
Replacement-O-ring: **OS 130**

Please use the OL 111 special-O-ring lube with the O-ring OS 130 and on the rebounding board after having cleaned the inside bush and the O-ring.